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9:00  Introductions 
9:30 -10:30 SHARP introduction

•  Theory and algorithms (SM)
•  Experiments and examples (DS)
•  Architecture (HK)
•  Kernels and cxi file formats (FM)

10:45-11:15  Laura Schelhas, SSRL
11:15-11:30  Venket Tomography
11:30 ALS tour Nanosurveyor 
12:00 lunch
13:30-16:30 SHARP Tutorial 
16:30 ANL
17:00  closeout, data sharing,  feedback
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9:30-10:30

•  Fast scalable methods for ptychographic imaging (Stefano Marchesini)
•  Experiments and examples (David Shapiro)
•  Architecture (Hari Krishnan)
•  Kernels and cxi file formats (Filipe Maia)
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Fast scalable methods for ptychographic imaging!
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Stefano Marchesini, Advanced Light Source 
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Fundamental  idea: combine: 
•   High precision scanning microscope with 
•   High resolution diffraction measurements. 
•   Replace single detector with 2D CCD array. 
•   Measure intensity distribution at many  
                                         scattering angles  

Each recorded diffraction pattern: 
•  contains short-spatial Fourier frequency information 
•  only intensity is measured: need phase for reconstruction. 
•  phase retrieval comes from recording multiple diffraction  
                 patterns from same region of object.  

Ptychographic imaging 
setup 

Pytchography: 
•  uses a small step size relative to illumination geometry to scan sample. 
•  diffraction measurements from neighboring regions related through this geometry 
•  Thus, phase-less information is replaced with a redundant set of measurements. 

Several ptychographic equipment/codes throughout DOE, universities, world-wide 

thin 
sample 

x-
ray 

detecto
r 



Why is ptychography so interesting? 
•  Diffraction resolution 
•  Macroscopic field of view 
•  Increased contrast through phase 
•  In-situ optical metrology (blind ptychography) 
•  Turns more data into better resolution 
•  extendible to spectro-ptychography, ptycho-

tomography, near field, Fourier Ptychography, 
time resolved dynamics  

Why not is everyone doing it (cons) 
•  requires fast detectors  (other workshop) 
•  requires a bright source (other workshop) 
•  requires mathematics 
•  requires parallel code 

see next talks for more examples!
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Large 
dimensional 
data 

Low 
dimensional 
space 

an overdetermined problem  
         in high dimensional space.  

•  Projection algorithms  
•  Alternating Projections 
•  “RAAR”,  
•  Augmented Lagrangian  
•  “Difference Map”, “HIO” 

•  (Weighted) Least Square methods, 
maximum likelihood: 

•  Conjugate Gradient,  
•  Newton,  
•  CG Newton 

•  Spectral methods 
•  synchronization 
•  Graph Laplacian 

How to solve it?!
Algorithms in this talk!

fit data fit model 

tutorial
in use

acceleration
noise model

large scale
robust
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Alternating projections"

split frames	


merge frames	


propagate	


propagate back	

Replace 
magnitudes	


normalize	


sample space!

measurement space!

fit data fit model 
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Ptychographic imaging setup	


find unknown!

data!

translate and !
illuminate!

scanning 
illumination	
 sample	


propagation	
amplitude=	


How to simulate it?!

Fourier 
transform!

measured!

unknown!
“frames”!
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split frames	


merge frames	


propagate	


propagate back	

Replace 
magnitudes	


normalize	


Alternating projections !
•  project onto sample space!

•  project onto measurement space!

•  repeat!

Q*!

Q!
sample space!

measurement space!
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DATA SPACE CONSTRAINT IS NON-LINEAR	


For each point on the 
detector 	


input	


output	


Re	


Im	


The amplitude (after Fourier 
transform) is given	


*fitting error	




Least square methods 

“Error Reduction” “Alternating 
projections” 

How to speed up? 
•  Relaxed “Douglas-Rachford” (RAAR) (SHARP release) O(5x speedup) 
•  Conjugate directions acceleration O(10x speedup) 

•  gradient from fast projections kernels 
•  line search using Newton step from implicit Hessian 

•  Synchronization-Conjugate directions-line search   O(20x speedup) 

“projected 
steepest 
descent” 

These iterative methods are equivalent!

discrepancy 
with data!

These problems are equivalent!

Iterative Algorithms for Ptychographic Phase Retrieval, C. Yang, J. Qian, A. Schirotzek, F. Maia, S. Marchesini,  [arXiv:1105.5628] LBNL-4598E	

 Efficient Algorithms for Ptychographic Phase Retrieval. J. Qian, C. Yang, A. Schirotzek, F. Maia, and S. Marchesini, Contemporary Mathematics 2014. !

unconstrained!

constrained!



Coherent Diffractive Imaging	
ptychography	


Iterations	


fit
tin

g 
er

ro
r	


fit
tin

g 
er

ro
r	


Nearest Neighbor Overlap Enables Robust Convergence 

many random starts	


Numerical experiments show linear convergence rate, however…	
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The problem with size	


n n 

x1 

x2 
i 

x3 

Long range interactions among frames decay 
exponentially with distance	


• at each iteration a frame 
only talks to  neighbors	


• how to achieve long range scaling?	
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Phase synchronization	

phase 
factor	


best fit	


Align phases: 	


How to find common phase? 	


Normalize dot product	


max	
maximize product	


2 frames!
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what if  many frames are out 
of phase?	


minimize all the differences!

Dot product between frames	


Any meaning ? 	

Yes ! Spectral method	
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Phase synchronization	


phase 
factor	


Simplify!

relax!



Which is equivalent to 
finding largest eigenvector*	


to align the phases, find:	


what does it mean?	

H is the “graph laplacian” of a network	


Synchronize phases by spectral methods	


*quick, scalable (e.g. by ARPACK)	
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accelerate and build a better starting guess:  Diffraction data manifold 

Multi-D torus 

(1) View every pixel of every frame as a dimension. Each 
data point lives on a torus (complex plane) 

(2) Build “relationship network RN: a graph (V,E) 
     that  relates each frame to its neighbors.  

Approximate torus with ball  

  (3) Construct Graph Laplacian of RN: defined 
      as difference between the degree matrix D  
      and the adjacency matrix A: GL = D - A 

(4) The largest eigenvector of the Connection graph provides the most 
aligned phases encoding the (approximate) data topology.  

This provides a strong starting guess.  
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• synchro-RAAR	


• RAAR	


(1) Above approach can be augmented by alternating long range/short range (framewise/pointwise) relaxations of 
the connection graph Laplacian. Additionally, use implicit Hessian for fast line search.  

(3) This achieves accelerated convergence for large scale phase retrieval problems spanning multiple length-
scales. We also show that 

(5) This approach also recovers experimental fluctuations over a large range of time-scales.  

(7) Brand-new: Framewise rank-1 accelerated illumination recovery by transparency estimation.  

Fast multiscale approach: 

CAMERA 
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• Faster convergence (large scale)	

• accelerated illumination recovery	

• Vibrations( 100% probe width), 	

• Partial coherence (>10 fluctuating modes)	

• I0 fluctuations (100%), 	

• multiplexing	

• background (bias) :1000000%	

• drifts 	


Pairwise relationships between frames enable multi-
lengthscale imaging, in addition it is possible to handle:	
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Rank-1 Accelerated illumination recovery by transparency estimation, S. Marchesini, H-T. Wu, submitted (2014).	

Phase retrieval and angular synchronization, S. Marchesini, H-T. Wu,  submitted (2014).	

 Efficient Algorithms for Ptychographic Phase Retrieval. J. Qian, C. Yang, A. Schirotzek, F. Maia, and S. Marchesini, Contemporary 
Mathematics 2014.	

Augmented projections for ptychographic imaging,  S. Marchesini, A Schirotzek, C Yang, HT Wu, F Maia,  Inverse problems 2013	

Alternating Direction Methods for Classical and Ptychographic Phase Retrieval, Zaiwen Wen, Chao Yang, Xin Liu, S. Marchesini, 
Inverse Problems 28 115010 2012	


References (visit camera.lbl.gov)!



SHARP release code and future 
CAMERA 

Code: Open source, downloadable package 

☒release ☑ prototype ☐ under way/testing 

•Scalable code, (☒source package, ☒remote 
interface, ☐ web interface, ☑ API). 
• ☐ real time feedback by reducing latency 
• ☑ 20x speedup with algorithms 
• ☒ 30x speedup with GPUs 
• ☒ >16x speedup with distributed GPU 

• ☒ Optimal Network fabric design for throughput 
• ☒ Optimal lens design for SNR 

• ☑ Iterative tomography (☐ network/bandwidth 
optimized) 
• ☑ Chemical mapping (robust PCA/SVD) 
• ☑ Dynamics 

STXM Ptychography 

Currently  
User interface starts processing at the end of a 
full scan. (1 minute each) 

In the future  
low Latency (<5 ms) feedback  by streaming 
detector frames on distributed direct memory 
access fabric. 

Real time enables smart self-calibrating, auto-
tuning feedback of the microscope  control 
system. 
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